CHAIN CONTROL ALUMINIUM VENETIAN OPERATIONAL GUIDE
Your new chain control venetians are simple to use and operate, please follow the
directions below to ensure smooth operation.
Your chain drive is situated on one side of the head box at the top of the
blind
Although the chain sits in a loop - for control purposes we will refer to front
chain and back chain as it enters and leaves the chain drive
FRONT CHAIN
BACK CHAIN

TO LOWER THE BLIND
To lower the blind pull down on the front chain in a smooth
movement, avoid sharp jerky movements
Keep a little tension on the back chain whilst allowing it to
move through your hand.
Repeat until the blind is at the desired lowered position, the
slats will be facing forwards in the closed position during
this operation

TO RAISE THE BLIND
To raise the blind pull down on the back chain, the slats will
automatically move to a reversed facing position then start to
lift, as before keep movements smooth and controlled.
BACK CHAIN

Keep a little tension on the front chain whilst allowing it to
move through your hand
Repeat until the blind is at the desired elevated position.

TO ROTATE/TILT SLATS FOR LIGHT CONTROL
To tilt slats forwards move front chain downwards
To tilt slats backwards move back chain downwards

IMPORTANT
The cord that runs through the slats to lift and lower the blind are wound onto
spools within the head box
When blinds are being operated during the lifting and lowering process the
base rail can sometimes sit at a slight angle but this will rectify and straighten
up when the blind is in the fully up or down position
Once the blind is fully lowered it is important that you stop rotation of the
front chain otherwise the mechanism within the head box will start to reverse
and the blind will begin to lift again making the blind work in reverse to the
above steps, this can upset the balance of the lift and lowering mechanism and
the smoothness of operation.
Tension devices must be installed for all chains that hang below 1600mm up from floor level
Please do not remove warning tags from blinds.

